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Abstract 

 

The rapid progress in the field of information technology, especially the internet, has given birth to a lot of information. The ease of   

publishing an article on a website causes an explosion of news pages which will certainly confuse readers. The diversity and the         

increasing number of news articles make it increasingly difficult for internet users to find news and large piles of news data on online 

newspaper sites in Aceh. The grouping of text documents is needed to classify news in online newspapers in Aceh based on the content 

contained in news articles. In this study, the process of grouping online news in Aceh was tried using the Agglomerative Hierarchical 

Clustering method. News is grouped with a Bottom-Up design strategy that starts with placing each object as a cluster then combined 

into a larger cluster based on the similarity of keywords in each news, then the cluster results are compared and put into each news cate-

gory. The research design was carried out in a structured manner using data flow diagrams in forming the research framework. The study 

was     conducted by taking online news text data on 10 online news websites in Aceh from July 2016 to March 2017 with 1000         

randomly     generated documents. The process of crawling news data is done using a php script which will only take text files from the 

news on the website. News grouping is done based on religion, politics, law, sports, tourism, education, culture, economy and technolo-

gy. The results of the grouping performance of the Agglomerative Hierarchical Clustering method in this study have an average accuracy 

of 89.84%. 
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1. Introduction 

The rapid progress in the field of information technology, especially the internet, has led to the development of great information [1]. For 

example, information in the form of news articles, many news article makers present their information online to the public so that the 

tendency for people to access information, especially news in online newspapers in Aceh is higher. 

The diversity and increasing number of news articles published can make it more difficult for internet users to find the desired article [2] 

and the accumulation of news data in online newspapers in Aceh is very large [3] [4]. The accumulated text-form data will lose its useful 

value if it is not immediately handled, therefore it is necessary to group news in online newspapers in Aceh based on the content con-

tained in news articles. 

Clustering is a grouping of records or observations that form a class of similar objects [5]. Good clustering should classify or classify 

objects that have similarities in one group and separate objects that are not similar. Basically, there are two clustering methods [6], but in 

this final project a hierarchical clustering method will be used. One type of this method is agglomerative clustering, a method that is 

bottom-up clustering, which is the merging of several objects into a single cluster. 

The agglomerative hierarchical method starts with individual objects [7] [8]. Initially the number of clusters is the same as the number of 

objects. First of all the objects that are most similar are grouped [9] [10], and these initial groups are combined according to their 

likeness. Finally, when the similarity decreases, all the subgroups are combined into one cluster. 

In this study, the researcher tried to create a website grouping news for online newspapers in Aceh which will accommodate data in the 

form of news articles and will display several news articles based on various categories automatically [11]. 
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2. Literature Review 
 

Text mining has been defined by many research experts and practitioners. Text mining has the definition of mining data in the form of 

text [12] where the data source is usually obtained from documents[6], and the goal is to find words that can represent the contents of the 

document so that analysis of the relationship between documents can be carried out. 

The text mining system consists of a text preprocessing component, feature selection [13], and a data mining component. The text pre-

processing component functions to convert unstructured textual data [14] such as documents into structured data and stored in the data-

base [15]. Feature selection will choose the right words and affect the classification process. The last component will run data mining 

techniques on the output of the previous component. 

A minor element of text mining is the focus on document collections [16]. In simple terms, document collections can be in the form of 

grouping text-based documents [17]. In short, text mining aims to find patterns throughout a very large document collection [18]. A 

document collection can be either static, in that the initial complement to the document remains unchanged, or dynamic, which is the 

term used to document a collection marked by the entry of new documents or being updated from time to time. Very large document 

collections, as well as document collections at very high levels of document change, can pose a challenge to performance optimization 

for various components of a text mining system. 

Algorithms used in text mining usually do not only do calculations on documents, but also on features (features). Four kinds of features 

are often used: 

1. Character, which is an individual component, can be letters, numbers, special characters and spaces, is a building block at the highest 

level forming semantic features, such as words, terms and concepts. 

2. Word (Words). 

3. Term (Terms), is a single word (one word) and a multi word phrase (many words) which are selected directly from the document. 

4. Concept, a feature that is generated from a document manually, rule-based, or other methodology. 

 

Text that will be carried out by the text mining process generally has several characteristics including high dimensions, noise in the data, 

and bad text structure [1]. The method used in studying text data is by first determining the features that represent each word for each 

feature in the document. 

Stemming is an integral part of Information Retrieval (IR). There are not many algorithms specifically for Indonesian stemming with 

various limitations in it. Porter's algorithm is one of them, this algorithm takes a shorter time than stemming using the Nazief & Adriani 

Algorithm [19], but the stemming process using Porter's Algorithm has a smaller percentage of accuracy (precision) compared to 

stemming using the Nazief & Adriani Algorithm. The Nazief & Adriani algorithm as a stemming algorithm for Indonesian text which 

has the ability to have a percentage of accuracy (precision) better than other algorithms. This algorithm is indispensable and decisive in 

the IR process in Indonesian documents. 

The process of stemming in Indonesian text is more complicated / complex because there are variations of affixes that must be removed 

to get the root word (root word) of a word [20]. In general, basic Indonesian words consist of a combination: 

 

Prefix 1 + Prefix 2 + Root word + Suffix 3 + Suffix 2 + Suffix 1       (1) 

 

Clustering Hierarchy builds a cluster hierarchy or in other words a cluster tree, which is also known as a dendrogram. Each cluster node 

contains a child cluster; sister clusters that divide the poit covered by their parent. Hierarchical clustering methods are categorized into 

agglomerative (bottom-up) and divisive (top-down). Agglomerative clustering begins with a single point (singleton) cluster and repeated-

ly combines two or more of the most appropriate clusters. The divisive cluster begins with one cluster of all data points and iteratively 

divides the cluster that is most appropriate. The process continues until the termination criteria (often, the required number of k from the 

cluster) are met. 

The Agglomerative Hierarchical Clustering method is a method that uses a Bottom-Up design strategy which starts by putting each ob-

ject as a separate cluster (atomic cluster) and then combining atomic clusters - atomic clusters into clusters that are bigger and bigger 

until finally all the objects converge. in a cluster or process can also stop if it has reached certain conditions[21].  

According to [22], the steps in the Agglomerative Hierarchical Clustering algorithm to group N objects (items / variables) are: 

1. Starting with N clusters, each cluster contains a single entity and a symmetric matrix of the distance (similarities) D = {dik} with the 

matrix type is NxN. 

2. Find the distance matrix for the closest (most similar) cluster pairs, namely by looking for the greatest similarity. Suppose that the 

distance between the U and V clusters that are the most similar is the duv. 

3. Merge clusters U and V. Label the new clusters with (UV). Update the entries in the distance matrix to represent the closeness be-

tween the new group and the remaining groups by: 

a. Delete rows and columns corresponding to clusters U and V 

b. Add rows and columns providing distances between the clusters (UV) and the remaining clusters. 

4. Repeat steps 2 and 3 (N-1) times. The process will continue until finally a cluster consisting of all objects is formed. 

5. Done. 

 

There are 3 (three) hierarchical cluster methods, namely the single linkage method [23], the complete linkage method, the average link-

age method. Single linkage [24] gives the result when groups are joined according to the distance between the members who are closest, 

complete linkage occurs when groups are joined according to the distance between the members who are furthest. For average linkage, it 

is combined according to the average distance between pairs of members of each member on the set [25]. 

 

In this study, the single linkage method was used [26] to form document clusters. The input for the single linkage algorithm is the dis-

tance or similarity between pairs of objects. Groups are formed from a single entity by combining the shortest distance or the greatest 

similarity (similarity). Initially, we have to find the shortest distance in D = {dik} and combine the corresponding objects, for example, U 

and V, to get the cluster (UV). For the next step of the algorithm, the distances between (UV) and other W clusters are calculated using 

the formula: 

d(uv)w = min{ duw , dvw }            (2) 
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Information: 

duw, dvw = smallest distance between groups (u, v) and w 

Here the quantities duw and dvw are the shortest distance between clusters U and W as well as clusters V and W. 

 

 

3. Methods 
 

This study uses data taken from online newspaper news text documents on 10 online news websites in Aceh from July 2016 to March 

2017 at random. The data is in the form of a text file format of 1000 news document files. To validate the website system created, the 

data collection is grouped into 8 categories, namely religion, culture, economy, law, sports, education, politics, technology, and tourism. 

This analysis method stage is the stage of analyzing the system to be built. After the analysis is obtained, the next step is to make an 

analysis result. The results of the analysis will become a reference for the design of the system being built. The requirements needed to 

build the desired system are divided into 2 parts, namely input requirements and output requirements, namely as follows: 

1. Input Requirements 

In a system that is built, it has a need for data to be entered, including the admin managing the system such as adding and deleting 

data, then users can enter keywords or select categories. 

2. Output Requirements 

 The output produced by this system is that it can display news articles that are similar to the entered keywords and can display news 

articles that have been clustered based on their respective categories. 

 

System testing was carried out using text documents from one of the online newspaper news websites in Aceh with a total of 10 

documents for each category. After being able to carry out the preprocessing process, the frequency of each term (word) is calculated and 

weighted using the TF-IDF method and then the terms are stored in the database and the clustering process with the agglomerative 

hierarchical method can be done to find out the category results of the test news. After the clustering process is complete, the user or user 

performs a keyword input test (query) or selects news categories to get the desired news or information. 

 

4. Results And Discussion 
 

The context diagram that shows a system process on the online newspaper news clustering website in Aceh is as follows: 

 

Fig 1. Context Diagram 

In the picture above, the admin must log into the system first, then the admin can add new news to be tested by entering the title, content 

of the news, and the url of the news to be tested. After the news data is entered, the system will process the news data by doing           

preprocessing. The results of preprocessing will be clustered by the system, then the results of news clusters in the form of categories of 

test news are stored in the database. Admin can also manage news data in the database by deleting news data contained in the database. 

After that the user can enter a query (keyword) or select a category on the main page of the website to search for the news desired by the 

user. 

The process carried out by the method used in this study is by weighting, then the similarity of the query is seen by looking for          

similarities in the keywords in the test news and training news. Then calculated the number of clusters and the distance matrix to get the 

value between matrices. After that, the distance matrix for the closest (minimum) cluster pair is searched and combined. Matrix rows that 

have been merged will be deleted and form a new matrix row. Then the system will repeat the process until the distance matrix remains 

one. The system will take the distance value from the test news clustering process and perform calculations with the category distance 

value, so that the largest distance value is obtained as a result of the clustering process. The results of the cluster will be updated into the 

database and the admin can also see whether the results of the clustering of news groups are appropriate. 

The Agglomerative Hierarchical Clustering algorithm in this online newspaper news grouping system is used on the added news page 

during the news testing cluster process to be able to group each new test news processed into its respective categories. This                 

Agglomerative Hierarchical Clustering process is to create a similarity matrix that contains the level of similarity between the grouped 

data. The algorithm of the Agglomerative Hierarchical Clustering process is as follows: 

Given: 

A set X of objects { } 

A distance function dist( ) 

for i = 1 to n 

     = { } 
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end for 

C = { } 

L = n+1 

while C.size > 1 do 

( ) = minimum dist( , ) for all ,  in C 

Remove  and  from C 

Add { } to C 

l = l + 1 

 end while 

 

The degree of similarity can be calculated in various ways such as by frequency comparison. Starting from the similarity of this matrix, it 

is possible to use which type of linkage will be used to group the analyzed data. 

The data used to test this system is by using a text document from an online newspaper news website in Aceh. Between a category and 

another category has a total of 10 documents with a specification of the number of documents for each category in the test data can be 

seen in table 1 as below: 

Table 1. Data testing 

Category Number of Document 

Religion 10 

Culture 10 

Economic 10 

Law 10 

Sport 10 

Education 10 

Political 10 

Technology 10 

Traveling 10 

Total 90 

 

In addition to the data used for system testing, there is data that is used as training data and has the same character as the test data, only in 

the database creation, the data has been labeled a category according to the category provided by the news site. The specification of the 

amount of training data can be seen in the table 2. 

Table 2. Data set for data training 

Category Number of Document 

Religion 100 

Culture 110 

Economic 110 

Law 130 

Sport 110 

Education 110 

Political 110 

Technology 110 

Traveling 110 

Total 1000 

 

From the results of tests carried out on test data based on training data taken from online newspaper news text documents on 10 online 

news websites in Aceh with a total of 1000 documents, the system accuracy values obtained in the table 3. 

Table 3. Accuracy Test Results 

Category Accuracy 

Religion 90,47% 

Culture 89,02% 

Economic 90,24% 

Law 90,24% 

Sport 89,28% 

Education 89,77% 

Political 88,76% 

Technology 90,47% 

Traveling 90,36% 

Average 89,84% 
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5. Conclusion 

This online newspaper reporting grouping system in Aceh was built using the PHP programming language, MySQL as a database, and 

system design using DFD (Data Flow Diagram) modeling. Grouping online newspaper news in Aceh by conducting a preprocessing 

process consisting of case folding, tokenization, filtering, and stemming processes. Then the grouping is done by applying the             

Agglomerative Hierarchical Clustering method. The system can display news documents that have close similarity to the entered       

keywords (queries) so that users (users) can easily find information from different articles based on the searched keywords or categories. 

The results of system testing carried out on test data based on data taken from online news text documents on 10 online news websites in 

Aceh with a total of 1000 documents, showed the average accuracy of program work was 89.84%. 
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